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Abstract: It is common to control systems or plants through changing the values of their inputs in continuous or small discrete steps to achieve gradual change of the performance of the plant under control. However, when changing the inputs can only be achieved in large discrete values, problems arise on achieving stability of the plant under control as such large discrete changes in inputs cause large overshoots and oscillation at the outputs. More difficulties arise when multiple plants are competing simultaneously for limited resources of such large discrete values.

This paper describes an approach for controlling such plants. The case study presented is to control a proposed system of mobile service units (MSUs) to be used in a mega-event, the Hajj, where different locations/zones will be competing simultaneously for a limited number of MSUs in order to provide adequate services for their continuously changing number of visitors. These MSUs are of high discrete values such that their provision or removal generates a significant change in the performance of the system.

Fuzzy logic controllers (FLCs), representing each zone, are developed for issuing requests for MSUs based on their local situations. These requests are evaluated by the control centre using other sets of FLCs to consider global situations. An algorithm is used to respond to these evaluated requests according to their relative importance and issues orders to MSUs to move to the right zone at the right time to provide the appropriate amount of service for the existing number of visitors or what can be called ‘just-in-time MSUs’ (JIT-MSUs). Simulation results show that such a system can be controlled using the approach suggested by this paper and the response of the system varies with the values of its discrete inputs. Some conclusions and recommendations are drawn for the appropriate discrete input values and their control settings. The procedure for evaluating the different simulation runs for the different control settings is also presented.
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1 BACKGROUND

The Hajj, the annual Muslim pilgrimage to Makkah, Saudi Arabia, is a mega-event that attracts millions of visitors/pilgrims from all over the world for about two weeks. In order to host the 4.8 millions visitors expected by year 2025, a new master plan [1] is proposed for the four cities of the Hajj: Makkah, Mina, Muzdalifah and Arafat. The concept of the master plan is based on six main roads or loops, each loop serves four zones at each city and each zone accommodates 200 000 pilgrims, giving a total capacity of 4.8 million.

Due to the short stay of pilgrims at the four cities during the Hajj (Fig. 1), which lasts for a few days every year, it would be too expensive to repeat fixed service centres at the four cities, as it makes the total service capacity enough for 19.2 million while serving only 4.8 million at a time. Therefore, in order to reduce the cost and improve the quality of services provided, a system of mobile service units (MSUs), originally suggested...
in references [2] and [3] and previously modelled in reference [4], is proposed for the new master plan to provide mobile services instead of fixed service centres. Being mobile, these MSUs could serve at the right place whenever needed without being limited to specific locations or seasons. However, the management/control of the movements of these MSUs to satisfy the varying demands at the different locations/zones is quite challenging, especially when considering traffic limitations.

2 THE CONTROL PROBLEM

The mass movement of visitors between the different zones at the four cities shifts demand peaks for services from one zone to another and need to be satisfactorily fulfilled by MSUs. The system to be controlled is the process of providing services for pilgrims during the Hajj using MSUs. The change in demand for services (or the controlled variable) is continuous while the response of the control, by sending or returning MSUs (or the manipulated variable), can only be achieved in large discrete values, which cause severe overshooting and disturbance to the status of services provided (or the error).

The control problem is to make the right response to these variable demands at the different competing zones, putting into context the limited resources and traffic conditions on roads of the MSUs in order to give priority not to hinder the important movements of visitors during the Hajj nor to cause severe shortage of services provided for them.

3 THE DEVELOPED CONTROL FOR THE SYSTEM OF MSUs

Fuzzy logic controllers (FLC) are chosen to control the system of MSUs due to their ability to represent the verbal control rules of service providers, to deal with the non-linearity of the system and to demonstrate their high tolerance to imprecision without the need for an explicit mathematical modelling of the system [5, 6]. FLCs showed successful implementation in applications that, to some extent, have some similarity in nature to parts of the system of MSUs, such as controlling an automated goods transporting device in a distribution centre [7], controlling multiple vehicles [8] and solving the problem of period length selection [9]. Decentralized and hierarchical control are used to organize the control of the system. It is used in reference [10] to control a large-scale discrete event system and in reference [11] to show how a coordinator controls the lower-level supervisors in the form of supervisor conjunction.

The developed control for the system of MSUs is derived from the general model of the system [12] and consists of three stages, as shown in Fig. 2. In stage 1, each zone evaluates its needs for MSUs based on its local situation and issues an MSU request to the control centre using a specially developed FLC ‘Request’. These requests represent the microscopic point of view of each zone for their demand for a particular service. In stage 2, all MSU requests from all zones are evaluated simultaneously by the control centre using another specially developed FLC ‘Evaluation’ assigned for each zone, used to consider the current situations at the support zone and the global situations at the system as a whole.

In stage 3, a specifically written function ‘MsuOrders’, based in the control centre, sorts the evaluated MSU requests according to their relative importance and then executes the appropriate control actions, based on some control parameters, by releasing MSUs from zones that do not need them, sending MSUs to zones that are desperately in need of them or taking no action. By this response from the control centre, the closed control loop is completed.

3.1 The first stage: issuing an MSU request

A subsystem located inside each zone contains the fuzzy logic controller ‘Request’, which issues a score for returning an existing MSU (−10 to 0) or a score for requesting an additional one (0 to 10) based on service conditions inside that zone fed as inputs (fuzzy variables) to the controller. The fuzzy variables, their fuzzy membership functions (MFs) and the output of the FLC ‘Request’ are represented in tabulated form in Table 1.

Service status is defined in this paper as the difference between supply and demand for service. The first fuzzy variable ‘ServiceToCapacity’, representing the ratio of the current service status to MSU service capacity, is given three MFs: ‘NegativeVeryHigh’, ‘Ok’ and ‘PositiveVeryHigh’ for describing service situations of undersupply, acceptable and over-supply respectively. The second variable ‘PopulationChange’ is given three MFs:
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Fig. 2 The three stages for controlling the system of MSUs

Table 1 Fuzzy inputs and output for the FLC ‘Request’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>‘ServiceToCapacity’</th>
<th>‘PopulationChange’</th>
<th>‘NegativeHigh’</th>
<th>‘Ok’</th>
<th>‘PositiveHigh’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘NegativeVeryHigh’</td>
<td>‘Falling’</td>
<td>‘Low’</td>
<td>‘NoRequest’</td>
<td>‘NoRequest’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘NoChange’</td>
<td>‘Urgent’</td>
<td>‘TopPriority’</td>
<td>‘Low’</td>
<td>‘Low’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Rising’</td>
<td>‘NoRequest’</td>
<td>‘NeedVeryLo’</td>
<td>‘NoRequest’</td>
<td>‘NoRequest’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Ok’</td>
<td>‘Falling’</td>
<td>‘NoRequest’</td>
<td>‘NeedLo’</td>
<td>‘NeedVeryLo’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘NoChange’</td>
<td>‘Urgent’</td>
<td>‘NoRequest’</td>
<td>‘NeedLo’</td>
<td>‘NotNeededAtAll’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Rising’</td>
<td>‘NoRequest’</td>
<td>‘NoRequest’</td>
<td>‘NeedLo’</td>
<td>‘NotNeededAtAll’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

‘Falling’ for describing the situation where there is a decrease in the population when pilgrims are leaving the zone, ‘NoChange’ when not many pilgrims are coming to the zone or are leaving it and ‘Rising’ when pilgrims are coming. The third variable ‘FutureNeed’ is also used to describe the status of the service as the first variable, but for the near future after a predefined period of time ‘Lookahead’. The output of the FLC ‘MSU-request’ is the result of evaluation presented in nine MFs, four of them being ‘NotNeededAtAll’, ‘NotNeeded’, ‘NeedVeryLo’ and ‘NeedLo’, to describe the degree of need for an existing MSU. One MF, ‘NoRequest’, reports that the service situation is acceptable and there is no need to return or to send an MSU. The remaining four MFs describe the degree of need for an additional MSU, namely ‘Low’, ‘High’, ‘Urgent’ and ‘TopPriority’. The total number of roles due to these three inputs and their MFs is 27, as presented in Table 1.

Figure 3 represents the three inputs and the shapes of their MFs, fuzzy roles in indexed form and the output ‘MSU-request’ with its nine MFs. The Gaussian shapes for these MFs are used to give a smoother control surface and closer values for inputs about extreme ends of their MFs. The MFs are made overlapped in order to inherit some characteristics from rules applicable to nearby values and to avoid discontinuities in decision making, regions of inputs that fire no rules or sudden requests for MSUs.
Figure 4 represents one case study for the evaluation process for the FLC ‘Request’ given for demonstration. The first input ‘ServiceToCapacity’ has a value of −0.5, which indicates that there is a relatively high shortage of service provided, which is equal to half the capacity of an MSU. This value falls only in the region of ‘NegativeVeryHigh’ for this input; therefore it fires the first nine rules only. The second input ‘PopulationChange’ indicates that pilgrims are leaving that zone at a relatively slow rate of −0.6, which has intersections with the three MFs for this input at different values; therefore, some decisions will be inherited from nearby rules. The third input ‘FutureNeed’ has a value of −0.3, which indicates that, after a certain time defined by ‘Lookahead’, if no action is taken, it is expected that there will be still some shortage for service but less than the current situation. The nine rules contribute in some degree or another in the decision making for this case, which can be read as follows: ‘Currently there is a shortage in the service provided but pilgrims are leaving the zone and the shortage of the service is expected to be better in the near future; therefore, the resultant evaluation/ request is: there is no severe need for an additional MSU now, but if it could be provided that will improve service in the current stage.’ This evaluation is presented in the score of 2.76 (out of 10) for ‘MSU-request’, which will be reported to the control centre.

3.2 The second stage: evaluation of MSU requests from all zones

Requests received from all zones are evaluated simultaneously at the control centre using the FLC ‘Evaluation’, which considers another set of factors affecting the whole system fed to the controller as inputs. These inputs, their MFs and the rules for this controller are presented in Table 2 and Fig. 5. The first input is the ‘MSU-request’, received from the zone that this controller evaluates, which is limited to the range −10 to 10 and given five MFs: ‘NeedLow’ and ‘NotNeeded’ for unneeded MSUs, ‘NoRequest’ for good conditions that have no need for returning or sending MSUs and ‘HighRequest’ and ‘Urgent’ for the need for an additional MSU. The second input is ‘MSU-availability’, limited to the range 0 to 1 and given two MFs, ‘Available’ and ‘Rare’, to indicate whether too many MSUs are available at the support zone; therefore, most requests can be answered or very few can be answered so only top priority requests can.
be dealt with. The third input ‘CurrentTrafficVolume’, limited to the range 0 to 75, reflects the current traffic volume in the loop and is given two MFs: ‘TrafficLow’ to indicate that traffic volume is low so many MSUs can be allowed to move and ‘TrafficHigh’ to indicate that not much room is left for moving MSUs. The fourth input is ‘FutureBusTraffic’, limited to the range 0 to 65, given two MFs to describe the expected traffic volume due to the movement of pilgrims’ buses, where ‘FewBuses’ indicates that in the near future there will be few buses on the road so many MSUs can be moved at that time and ‘ManyBuses’ to indicate that not many MSUs will
be allowed to move after a certain time due to the mass transportation of pilgrims; therefore it should be better to approve that request now.

In order to demonstrate the evaluation process for the FLC ‘Evaluation’, Fig. 6 shows its implementation for one case study. An ‘MSU-request’ with a score of 4.9 (out of 10) is issued from a zone, indicating a relatively high need for an additional MSU, which fires the rules that have MFs containing this score. The second input ‘MsuAvailability’ has a value of 0.3 (out of 1), which indicates that relatively not many MSUs are currently available at the support zone. The third input ‘Current-TrafficVolume’ with a value of 50 (out of 75) reports that roads are currently crowded, while the fourth input ‘FutureBusTraffic’ with a value of 22 (out of 65) expects that in the near future not many buses will be on the road. The situation can be read as follows: ‘A particular zone has a relatively high need for an additional MSU, but there are few available in the support zone and the roads are too busy now but are expected to be better after some time; therefore, the decision is to wait for better traffic conditions after a while.’ This is translated by reducing the score for ‘MSU-request’ from 4.9 to 1.34. The reduction of the scores of relatively high MSU requests in such situations, of limited resources and busy roads, gives priority to very important MSU requests to be answered.

3.3 The third stage: issuing orders to sending and returning MSUs

The specially written MATLAB function ‘MsuOrders’ sorts the evaluated MSU requests and then issues orders to return unneeded or slightly needed MSUs and sends MSUs to zones according to their relative importance and the global situations for the system as a whole. The inputs for this function are the evaluated ‘MSU-request’ from all zones, the number of MSUs available at the support zone, the ‘Instant-Acceptance-Score’, the ‘Min-Acceptance-Score’, the ‘Max-Return-Score’, the ‘Instant-Return-Score’, ‘Traffic-Volume’ and the ‘Batch-size’ for the MSU service group under investigation. The algorithm for the ‘MsuOrders’ function can be summarized as follows in conjunction with Fig. 7:

1. Return MSUs from zones scoring below the ‘Instant-Return-Score’ as they are not needed any more. Stop returning them if the traffic volume approaches the maximum limit, but still make them available for urgent needs.
2. Send MSUs urgently to all zones scoring above the ‘Instant-Acceptance-Score’ since they need them badly, even by returning MSUs from least needy zones if no MSUs are available at the support zone. Stop sending them if the total traffic volume for buses on the road
and MSUs to be sent exceeds 75 for the large vehicles/simulation step.

3. Send MSUs to the highest remaining needy zones, in descending order, scoring above the ‘Min-Acceptance-Score’ and, if necessary, return MSUs from the least needy zones, in ascending order, scoring below the ‘Max-Return-Score’, provided that it does not contradict the previous 10 orders. In both cases, stop if the total traffic volume exceeds 75 (large vehicles/simulation step).

4. Take no action for zones scoring above the ‘Max-Return-Score’ up to the ‘Min-Acceptance-Score’ as these zones are in balance between demand and supply of services and sending or releasing MSUs from them will disturb that balance.

4 SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The simulation is set to fixed discrete steps of 1.5 minutes and covers the period from the start of day 7 to the end of day 13 of the month of the Hajj where most activities take place. The different types of MSU are grouped into
16 groups of similar service capacity and close ranks for speeding up simulation. Each simulation step evaluates one MSU group at a time and the whole 16 groups are re-evaluated every evaluation cycle of 16 simulation steps. The simulation is set to run at different control settings for ‘Lookahead’ times, ‘Max-Return-Score’ and ‘Min-Acceptance-Score’, giving a total of 168 runs. The selection of the ranges for these values are based on previous preliminary simulation runs [12] and are expected to provide acceptable performance for the system.

The discussion starts with defining the stability of the system of MSUs and then presents the procedure for evaluation of simulation runs and the criteria for selection of the appropriate control settings. The main discussion will be based on identifying the appropriate service capacity for MSUs that satisfies the demand for services within the constraints of the system.

4.1 Stability of the system of MSUs

Different approaches are used to analyse the stability of various fuzzy control systems [13–17]. However, due to the large discrete value for the control action, another approach is used. The instability of the system is considered, in this paper, to occur when an MSU is returned from a zone that it was sent to in any of the 10 previous evaluation cycles and vice versa. Such unstable or inconsistent orders, if they occur, cause confusion to MSU operators and increase traffic volume. The 10 evaluation cycles are equivalent to 4.4 h, which allows any MSU to spend at least 4.4 h in any location before being assigned to a new job, in order to give commercial MSU operators enough time to settle down and to sell their services. However, this time is not fixed and should be discussed and approved by service supervisors during the planning stage for the Hajj.

In the early versions of the model [12], it was noticed that some unstable MSU orders occur frequently despite the different configurations and functions tried. This is mainly due to the high discrete value for MSU service capacity which, when removed or added to the system, creates high overshoots that disturb the system. In this version of the model, the technique used to achieve stability for MSU requests consists of two steps: firstly, by taking the average of the current and the previous MSU request to compensate contradicting requests; secondly, by damping the orders to send or to return MSUs by adding conditions to the ‘MsuOrders’ algorithm. Therefore, if the new order contradicts any of the previous 10 orders, such as returning an MSU that was just sent or vice versa, then no order is issued, as discussed above.

4.2 Evaluation of simulation results

The process of evaluation of the 168 simulation runs is based on multiple stages. In the first stage, any control settings that issue contradicting orders within 11 evaluation cycles are rejected. Although the system is made stable for 10 evaluation cycles by the algorithm mentioned before, the rejection is based on the tendency of the system to change status as soon as restrictions are removed. It is found that no single setting can fulfil this condition for all types of MSUs at the same time (Table 3). This is due to the high variation in service capacities of the MSUs, ranging from 13.3 to 200k inhabitants/pilgrims, showing that appropriate settings for an MSU of low service capacity are not necessarily suitable for an MSU of high service capacity. Therefore, each MSU service group is evaluated separately in order to find out the appropriate control settings for it. When operational, the control centre should use the relevant appropriate control settings for every MSU group under evaluation.

In the second evaluation stage, statistics are calculated for every run (Table 4) in order to present some important issues for determining the appropriate settings for controlling MSUs. The value of the ‘Mean-of-Service-Status’ presents the overall average of service status for a particular service group while the value of the ‘Standard-deviation-of-Service-Status’ presents how the values of over- and under-supply periods are dispersed; therefore, the closer their values are to zero the better the level of service achieved. The value of the ‘Worst-Under-supply-Period’ presents the period of the worst incident of shortage of service achieved during simulation and the value of the ‘Sum-of-Under-supply-Periods’ presents the accumulated shortage of service provided; therefore, one of the objectives of the control should be to minimize their values. The value of the ‘Sum-of-Over-supply-Periods’ is used to present the capacity of services.
Table 4  Statistics and evaluation of simulation results for selected MSU groups and their control settings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MSU group number (types of services in the group)</th>
<th>8 (Public relations, luggage keeping, translation and currency exchange)</th>
<th>13 (Transportation, food-factory, maintenance, survey, workshop, lighting-tower, publicity and tickets-selling)</th>
<th>4 (Civil-defence, police and traffic-management)</th>
<th>5 (Information and medical-care)</th>
<th>7 (Food selling/distributing, lorry)</th>
<th>9 (Public-toilets)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Service capacity (inhabitants)</td>
<td>(200 000)</td>
<td>(100 000)</td>
<td>(66 666)</td>
<td>(50 000)</td>
<td>(25 000)</td>
<td>(13 333)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Service capacity %)</td>
<td>(100)</td>
<td>(50)</td>
<td>(33)</td>
<td>(25)</td>
<td>(12.5)</td>
<td>(6.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Number of batches to serve 200k inhabitants/zone)</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>(8)</td>
<td>(15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run number</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Look-ahead time (simulation steps)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum acceptance score</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum return score</td>
<td>−4</td>
<td>−3.4</td>
<td>−4</td>
<td>−4</td>
<td>−3.8</td>
<td>−3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum MSUs used (per 4 zones)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of additional MSUs (%)</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service status fluctuations</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean of service status (inhabitant-h)</td>
<td>665</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>−5.4</td>
<td>−6.1</td>
<td>−9.4</td>
<td>−5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation of service status (inhabitant-h)</td>
<td>956</td>
<td>576</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worst under-supply period (inhabitant-h)</td>
<td>−48</td>
<td>−170</td>
<td>−520</td>
<td>−621</td>
<td>−868</td>
<td>−1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone of the worst under-supply</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>411</td>
<td>311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total under-supply periods (inhabitant-h)</td>
<td>−110</td>
<td>−560</td>
<td>−2444</td>
<td>−2539</td>
<td>−4738</td>
<td>−6266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum over-supply period (inhabitant-h)</td>
<td>2750</td>
<td>2086</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>586</td>
<td>522</td>
<td>1742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone of maximum over-supply</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total over-supply (inhabitant-h)</td>
<td>7424</td>
<td>6019</td>
<td>2238</td>
<td>2187</td>
<td>3941</td>
<td>5648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuzzy evaluation score</td>
<td>591</td>
<td>613</td>
<td>618</td>
<td>628</td>
<td>634</td>
<td>643</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

provided but not consumed, which is considered as an economical loss to service providers; therefore, the aims of the control should include minimizing this value for higher efficiency. The value of the ‘Maximum-Number-of-MSUs-Used’ presents the MSUs resources needed to achieve an acceptable level of service; therefore, reducing its number reduces the capital cost of the system, which is considered as one of the main objectives for using MSUs.

In the third evaluation stage, these statistics are used to compare all runs using a simple FLC for each measure. Each controller has two MFs representing the two extremes of the best and the worst values and the total score is the average of the outputs of these controllers. The total score gives the ‘goodness’ of each setting relative to others (Table 4). Finally, graphs for runs with the highest scores are plotted, compared and evaluated visually. If an unpreferred behaviour such as short intervals between sending and returning MSUs or long periods of under- or over-supply is detected, the next highest score is plotted and evaluated, and so on, until the appropriate response is found. Table 4 also shows the appropriate control settings selected for some MSU groups and their statistics.

4.3 MSUs of ‘Very-high-service-capacity’ and ‘High service capacity’

MSUs of ‘Very-high-service-capacity’ (VHSC) of 200k inhabitants, such as MSU group 8 shown in Fig. 8, row 1, require only one unit to serve the whole population of a zone. Therefore, it is either provided to a zone or not. When provided, it fulfills all its needs for that service whatever the population; however, for a low population, the unused service capacity for that unit is reflected as periods of over-supply of the service (Fig. 8, points 1, 2, 4 and 5). On the other hand, if that MSU is removed, the shortage appears as a period of under-supply even for a low population (Fig. 8, point 3). It can also be seen in Fig. 8, point 4, that although the first peak of zone 211 reaches less than 100k inhabitants, or half the capacity of one MSU of group 8, an MSU was needed to cover that need since its absence would have created a severe shortage of service. This explains the need for the 200 per cent additional MSUs (a total of three VHSC MSUs for every four zones) at best. It can be concluded that using VHSC MSUs does not make much reduction in resources for the Hajj compared with fixed service centres, apart from the ability of using them somewhere else outside the Hajj.
MSUs of ‘High-service-capacity’ (HSC) of 100k inhabitants (50 per cent of the maximum population of a zone), such as MSU group 13 shown in Fig. 8, row 2, are found to give better results compared with VHSC MSUs such as MSU group 8 discussed above. These improvements can be seen in terms of less over-supply, lower values for mean and standard deviations and, most importantly, in the reduction of the additional MSUs from 200 to 50 per cent respectively.

4.4 MSUs of ‘Medium-service-capacity’

MSUs of ‘Medium-service-capacity’ (MSC), such as MSU group 4 shown in Fig. 9, row 1, that have a service capacity of 66.7k inhabitants (33 per cent of the population), show better results compared with HSC and VHSC MSUs of Fig. 8, discussed above. Although the ‘Minimum-under-supply’ is worst, the ‘Mean-of-service-status’ and the ‘Standard-deviation’ are reduced dramatically, reflecting a better homogeneous response
for the control (Table 4). The ‘Total-under-supply’ is worse than those of HSC and VHSC MSUs but can still be acceptable relative to the service capacity for MSU group 4. The most important improvement is the need for no additional MSUs (0 per cent) compared with 50 and 300 per cent for HSC and VHSC MSUs respectively, which reflects higher efficiency and utilization of MSUs for the Hajj.

Another MSC MSU to be discussed is MSU group 5 shown in Fig. 9, row 2, which has a service capacity of 1000 PU (pilgrim unit) (25 per cent of population, i.e. 50,000 inhabitants). By comparing it with MSU group 4 (Fig. 9, points 1 and 2), it can be seen that the response is improved as the supply curves match the demand curves better at zones 111, 211 and 411. This is due to the lower service capacity of MSU group 5, which gives the control four units to manipulate instead of three. Only at zone 311 does MSU group 5 show a region of under-supply (Fig. 9, point 3). This shortage is due to the low amount of extra demand but is not enough to justify sending additional MSUs of group 5, although it is already covered by the higher service capacity of MSU group 4.

It should be mentioned that any shortage of services at the beginning of demand curves may not be considered a serious problem since newly arrived pilgrims will spend some time settling down before they start looking for services. Also, a slight shortage of services, relative to the total capacity of existing MSUs, may not be considered a serious problem, since the existing MSUs can operate above their nominal capacity for short periods of time. This is usually acceptable in a service industry since service providers can handle the additional demand for services by operating above their nominal service capacity for short periods of time and customers usually accept that they will have to wait a bit longer to be served during peak times.

4.5 MSUs of ‘Low-service-capacity’ and ‘Very-low-service-capacity’

Figure 10, row 1, represents the response of the control to the demand for MSU group 7. This group has a low service capacity (LSC) of 25k inhabitants (12.5 per cent of the maximum population); therefore, eight units/batches are needed to fulfill the needs of the maximum population of any zone. From Fig. 10, it can be seen that the supply curve matches the demand curve better than HSC MSUs, especially for low demand peaks (Fig. 10, points 1 and 2). However, some delay in the response is noticed at the beginning of the demand curve in zone 311 (Fig. 10, point 3), which resulted in some shortage of service at that time. This delay is due to the high number of LSC MSUs needed to satisfy the increasing demand, while not all requests were approved due to the high traffic volume for transporting pilgrims from zone 411 to zone 311 during that period.

MSU group 9 has a very low service capacity (VLSC) of only 13.3k inhabitants (6.7 per cent of the maximum population). Initially, it was expected that such a low service capacity would provide the control with high flexibility to match any low variation in demand. However, due to the traffic limitations, not all requests for MSUs can be answered. Figure 10, row 2, shows the
good match between service demand and MSU supply in most zones, except at zone 311, where the delay for sending enough MSUs resulted in a severe shortage of service for a relatively long time (Fig. 10, point 5). Delays occurred also in releasing unneeded MSUs from zone 411 (Fig. 10, point 4), even though they were badly needed for zone 311, due to the high traffic volume at that period.

5 CONCLUSION

An approach for JIT-MSUs is shown as feasible to control the proposed system of MSUs for the Hajj, through an online control of the orders to move MSUs to provide the right services at the right place at the right time, achieving higher efficiency and utilization of resources.

Intelligent FLCs were used, on a microscopic scale, to evaluate the situations at every zone and to issue requests for MSUs. Another set of FLCs was used by the control centre to evaluate these requests from a macroscopic point of view in order to account for other conditions relating to the system as a whole. Since different zones compete for the same discrete limited resources, the control centre sorts these evaluated requests and issues orders according to their relative importance and the control parameters. This evaluation process, using relative scores, was found to be beneficial in managing/controlling MSUs and made the search for optimum settings for the FLCs subcritical since the same rules applied to all the zones/plants simultaneously. Modelling and simulation of the system of MSUs was found to be a very effective tool in developing the control rules and evaluating their effects on the level of services provided and traffic conditions without disturbing the mega-event of the Hajj.

MSUs of medium service capacity ranging from 50 to 66.7k inhabitants (25 to 33 per cent of the population) were found to be very suitable for use in the proposed system. They require no additional units, do not affect traffic volume significantly and were found to be stable to control. Lower service capacity MSUs down to 25k inhabitants are also suitable to some extent as they require no additional units and their performance can be improved by making use of external spaces in order to increase their service capacity, hence reducing the number of units. Very-high service capacity MSUs need to be reduced in their capacity and increased in their number of units to increase their efficiency. MSUs of very-low service capacity should be used sparingly, by increasing their service capacity, to allow for their transportation during peak times.

In general, the approach suggested by this paper, the analysis, the evaluation procedure and its recommendations can be applied to similar situations where different plants/systems are competing for the same resources/machines that can only be provided in high discrete values.
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